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Welcome to 
Kid Made Modern, 

where creativity and self-
expression come to play. 

Everything we create is dedicated 
to giving kids opportunities to feel 

that spark— to be imaginative, 
self-expressive and resourceful. 

Come join us in the fun,  
and go make stuff! 

Comic Book Kit 
This all-in-one kit has all the supplies 
needed to create your own super hero 
story! Each kit comes with two 32 
page books printed with blank cells 
that are ready for your illustrations, 10 
washable markers, 2 stencil templates 
for type and bubbles, 5 rubber stamps 
with 3 foam ink pads and 3 bottles of 
stamp ink so that your ink pad is never 
dry!

UPC 851224006633
K006 $19.99

BEST
SELLING

ITEM

FOR 
ALL 

ARTS 
AND 

CRAFTS

Confetti Crayons 
Have double the fun with our 12 double-pointed 
Confetti Crayons! Colors blend and mingle with 
six tonal color palettes  in each Confetti Crayon, 
and each crayon is sharpened on both ends for 
maximum coloring potential. Turn a regular play 
date into a party with this colorful set! 

UPC 851224006572 
K023 $9.99

BEST
SELLING

ITEM
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Arts and Crafts Library 
A craft master’s dream! Make craft shopping easy 
and buy it all together. With 1250+ pieces,
the possibilities are endless for the on-the-go 
crafter. Create animals, plants, jewelry, and 
more! Store it all in this convenient carrying case. 
Each case includes 510 beads and sequins, 
348 fuzzy sticks, 105 pom poms, 60 felt pieces, 
30 wooden dowels, 6 colors of embroidery 
floss, 102 googly eyes, 40 sticker back jewels, 
9 wooden discs, 40 craft sticks, scissors, 
2 needles, and 1 glue tube.

UPC 815219029137
K429 $39.99

OUR 
BIGGEST
CRAFT
SET!

NEW +

IMPROVED!
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My First  
Arts + Crafts Library
With over 200 pieces, our My First Arts + Crafts 
Library has everything your youngest crafter needs 
to start exercising their imagination. From beads and 
fuzzy stickts to sticker-backed jewels and clothes 
pins, all of the supplies are brightly colored and 
designed for small hands to easily grasp and 
manipulate. Makes a perfect gift.    

UPC 815219028925
K415 $29.99

NEW!

Introducing
“My First” Craft Kits!

At Kid Made Modern we believe you’re
never to young (or old) to exercise your

creative muscles. Our My First Kits were
designed especially for the youngest crafters. 

Keeping in mind their small hands and 
developing fine-motor skills, the

components are large and easy to grasp, 
while staying true to the artist quality 

materials you expect from us.
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My First Jewelry Kit 
Includes 100 pieces to create junior jewelry. 
Perfectly sized for small hands. Includes a mix 
of plastic and wooden beads, and nylon cord.
UPC 815219028918
K414 $29.99

GO
MAKE 
STUFF

NEW!
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Wondrous Watercolor 
Get your water ready! Our Wondrous 
Watercolor set includes high-quality matte 
watercolor cakes in a beautiful variety of 30 
custom colors, 1 small round brush, 1 medium 
brush, and 1 10-sheet pad of watercolor paper. 
Watch the colors mix together to create a 
unique masterpiece. You can even combine 
colors to create custom hues! Just add water 
and go with the flow as you use this vibrant set. 

UPC 851224006756
K018 $16.99

Washable Paints Set
Dip, dab, blend and brush up a landscape, still 
life or self-portrait! This set comes with 12 
washable acrylic paints, two brushes, a palette to 
mix your own custom shades, and a pad of 10 
sheets of sturdy Bristol paper. You’re on your way 
to a masterpiece with this paint set!

UPC 815219022107
K110 $19.99

Work with the Best
We believe even the youngest of artists 
should have access to high quality art 

supplies, that’s why all of ours are made to 
be artist-quality, real deal supplies. We 

hope our attention to detail will go 
unnoticed by the child using them. That 

they’ll just notice that the crayons feel good 
gliding smoothly across the paper. And the 

watercolors create the vibrant hues they 
want. So, they’ll spend less time being 

frustrated with their tools and more time 
falling in love with creating.
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  B
rush Detail!

Brush Library 
This comprehensive Brush Library comes with  
24 brushes: 2 small round brushes, 2 medium 
round brushes, 2 large round brushes, 1 small 
flat brush, 1 small angle brush, 1 medium angle 
brush, 1 large angle brush, 1 fan brush, 1 small 
filbert brush, 1 medium filbert brush, 1 large filbert 
brush, 1 small rigger brush, 1 large rigger brush,  
1 one inch all-purpose brush, 1 two inch all-
purpose brush, 1 one inch bright brush, 1 half-inch 
bright brush, 1 three-quarter inch  
bright brush, 1 small mop brush, 1 medium  
mop brush, 1 large mop brush.

UPC 851224006725
K105 $24.99

Artist Pad 
Our artist paper pad is 11"×14" and offers a mix 
of 50 sheets of high quality art papers. The 140 
lb. coldpress paper is an excellent surface for 
watercolor paints. The 50 lb. sketch paper has a 
medium tooth that is ideal for all types of 
drawing. The 64 lb. textured paper works nicely 
with charcoal, pastel, and crayon. The 70 lb. 
drawing paper offers a smooth surface that
is perfect for making a variety of marks. The 96 
lb. bristol paper is a bright textured surface that 
works well with ink.

UPC 851224006770 
K026 $9.99

FIVE 
KINDS OF 
ARTIST 
PAPER!
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Studio in a Box 
This case contains it all! Our Studio in a
Box includes 16 colored pencils, 3 drawing 
pencils, 10 washable markers, 10 acrylic
paints, 12 watercolor paints, 3 crayon disks, 1 
wooden pencil sharpener, 1 eraser, 1 small 
round brush, 1 medium round brush, 1 large 
round brush, 1 flat brush, 1 fan brush, 4 canvas 
boards, 1 watercolor paper pad, and 1 mixed 
paper pad, all in one convenient carrying case 
with a handle. Sketch, paint, and draw to your 
heart’s content with this well-stocked set. 

UPC 851224006688
K017 $39.99

INCLUDES 
EVERYTHING 
YOUR YOUNG 

ARTIST 
NEEDS!
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Paint by Number Kits 
We’ve taken a modern approach to mid-century 
paint by number kits. Each kit features vibrant 
colors and the playful illustrations of Patrick 
Hruby and includes everything you need to 
complete the project.

Barfing Beast
UPC 815219023685
K150 $10.99 

Birds of a Feather
UPC 815219023692
K151 $10.99
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Paint Your Own 
Wooden  
Sculpture Kit 
Our collection of wooden sculptures are 
the perfect canvas for a budding artist. 
Each kit includes one wooden sculpture, 
2 paintbrushes and an array of paints to 
customize your creation. Choose from 
Unicorn, Submarine or Swamp Creature.

Unicorn  
UPC 815219029038
K426 $10.99

Submarine
UPC 815219023814
K170 $14.99

Swamp Creature
UPC 815219023791
K168 $14.99

GO
MAKE 
STUFF

NEW!
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Aquatic Adventure 
Create ocean life inspired blocks with our Aquatic 
Adventure craft kit. Kit includes everything you need 
to build 8 wooden sea creatures. And crafting them 
is only half the fun. Once they’re done, they make 
fantastic toys. 

UPC 815219023739
K156 $19.99

Wooden Spaceship Kit 
Transport yourself to another galaxy with this out-of-this-world Wooden 
Spaceship Kit! Inside you will find 3 wooden spacecrafts, 6 colorful printed 
sticker sheets, 12 acrylic paints and 2 brushes—customize
your own space fleet!

UPC 815219022220
K129 $29.99

IMAGINE 
WHAT YOU 

WILL 
CREATE
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Go Wild Craft Kit 
Beastly googly eyes, ferocious fuzzy sticks, printed 
pompoms and much more create this zoological 
inspired craft kit. Your little one can create creatures 
found in the wild or dream up their own species.

UPC 815219023845
K206 $10.99

Aquatic Craft Kit 
Sea-worthy beads, glistening glitter and fisheye 
googly-eyes allow your child to create their own 
watery worlds and marine creatures.  

UPC 815219023852
K207 $10.99

Cosmic Craft Kit 
Shimmering sticker sheets, celestial beads and 
over-sized sequins all your little cosmonaut to craft 
anything in the galaxy that they can dream up.

UPC 815219028970
K420 $10.99

Enchanting Craft Kit 
From fantastical felt and fairy dust to spooky forest 
googly eyes and buried treasure gems, this kit has 
everything you need to create an entire cast of 
storybook characters.  

UPC 815219028987
K421 $10.99

NEW!

THEMED 
CRAFT
KITS

$10.99
EACH
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Sea Creature 
Cushions
Practice your stitching 
techniques with this unique 
lacing kit. 
Stitch and customize three deep 
sea creatures and when you’re 
done you’ll have three plush pals 
to play with.

UPC 815219022299
K137 $19.99

OVER
50 PCS!

Trading Card Kit 
Includes everything you need 
to create 36 custom trading 
cards. Design then divide into 
foil sleeves and trade with your 
friends. Includes 36 trading 
cards, 12 gel pens, 3 foil bags 
and 1 sticker sheet. 

UPC 815219027966
K283 $12.99

Rainbow Weaving Kit 
Create transparent weavings to hang in your windows and 
create a colorful world. Includes 8 plywood shapes, 144 
transparent stripes and 1 cord. Available in US only.

UPC 815219027812
K275 $19.99

Woven Wall Hanging Kit 
Kit includes loom with hanger to create a brightly 
colored weaving made from fuzzy sticks. Perfect to 
display in your kids room. Over 75 pieces.

UPC 815219028963
K419 $16.99
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Printmaking Kit 
Monoprinting comes to life with this fun and 
unusual kit. Pigment-infused sheets of paper 
and die-cut shapes are used to create 
collages that can be “printed” when pressed 
onto wet paper. This easy-to-clean-up art 
kit is perfect for creating beautiful homemade 
cards, unique prints, or fun art projects! Each 
set includes 10 solid sheets, 80+ die cut 
shapes, and 24 pieces of heavyweight 
watercolor paper. 

UPC 851224006060
K062 $19.99
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Paper Inside!

Paper Inside!

Woven Notebook Kit 
Create custom weaving patterns on the front of a sturdy 
notebook using 132 pieces of solid, glitter and foil strips of 
paper! The 70 sheet notebook has rainbow printed lines, 
making writing and note taking a colorful treat! A sticker-
backed piece of felt is included to secure your design.

UPC 851224006695
K010 $16.99

Embroidered Notebook Kit 
Stitch a custom pattern onto our rainbow-striped 70 sheet 
notebook! Create your design using 9 different colors of 
embroidery floss and the included blunt needle. Names,  
patterns and more are easily made by stitching through  
the pre-punched holes on the notebook cover. A sticker- 
backed piece of felt is included to secure your design.

UPC 851224006701
K009 $16.99
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Washable Double-
Pointed Markers 
Our set of 30 double-tipped markers feature an 
ombre of hues rivaled only by a rainbow itself. 
Each marker features two tips. One tip is perfect 
for line work and drawing fine details while the 
other is great for filling in larger expanses of color. 

15-Count Markers
UPC 815219022077
K106 $9.99

30-Count Markers
UPC 815219022084
K107 $19.99

Colored Pencils 
The first professional-quality pencils for young artists! Our 
Colored Pencils are sized ¼" by 7" long. Each set comes with 
36 pencils per box. The circular box design makes it easy
to select the color you want. No need to dump out all the 
pencils, unless you want to! Stay organized as you create 
wonderful masterpieces that are worthy of hanging on the 
refrigerator door!

UPC 851224006152
K060 $12.99

Nature Journal Kit 
Includes everything you need to archive your outdoor adventure. 
The perfect kit to get kids outside exploring after the long winter. 
Includes 1 sketchbook, 1 magnifying glass, 2 sticker sheets, 4 rolls 
of paper tape, 10 colored pencils, 1 multicolored pencil, 1 pencil 
sharpener and 6 gel pens. Available in US only.

UPC 815219027829
K276 $19.99

GET 
OUTSIDE

& 
EXPLORE
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BEST
SELLING

ITEM

Journal Kit 
Let your creativity come alive with our 
Journal Kit! Each kit includes a 250 page 
journal, 8 markers, 1 multicolor pen, 2 rolls 
of glitter tape, 5 paper rolls, 3 holographic 
sticker sheets, and 5 regular sticker sheets. 
Use these cool supplies to decorate your 
journal cover. Then write, draw, or doodle 
on the blank pages to keep your creative 
efforts and thoughts in one safe place.

UPC 851224006534
K063 $19.99
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HARD- 
COVERED 
BOOKS

Artist Books to Color In 
We created our Artist Books to Color In series to 
introduce kids to a range of illustration styles, and 
allow them to directly engage with art that inspires 
them. Each 18-page hardcover book features line 
drawings by one artist that your little one can color in, 
or doodle right alongside.

Patrick Hruby
UPC 815219022237
K131 $9.99

Megan Whitmarsh
UPC 815219022350
K143 $9.99

Tim Biskup
UPC 815219022367
K144 $9.99
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Gem Jackpot
You just hit the lottery with this Gem 
Jackpot! Your young artist will be 
enthralled for hours with the many facets 
of these gem-shaped crayons. Draw sharp 
lines or cover broad areas as you create 
gem-arific artwork. Gem Jackpot includes 
12 solid-colored crayons in three unique 
gem shapes. 

UPC 851224006596
K019 $14.99 

Rock Crayons 
Add to your rock collection with our 
beautiful Rock Crayons. Drawing with our 
smooth Rock Crayons gives you a whole 
new coloring experience. Each Rock 
Crayon has a unique color palette that fills 
every stroke with a cool blend of color. 
These crayons feel great in your hand as 
you draw your colorful masterpieces.Any 
nature-loving artist is sure to enjoy these 
one-of-a-kind drawing utensils! 

12 Rock Crayons
UPC 851224006619
K021 $14.99

3 Rock Crayons
UPC 815219023746
K157 $6.99

Crayons! 
Our unique collection of

crayons feature vibrant hues
and playful shapes. All 

thoughtfully designed for small 
hands to grasp easily.

Octahedron Crayons
Be inspired by the unique color 
combinations of these two-toned crayons. 
Each crayon features multiple points and 
edges you can use to create a multitude of 
coloring effects.

UPC 815219022138
K114 $14.99 
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Crayon Gem 
Drawing with our prismatic Crayon Gem lets you blend and blur as you choose! 
With so many different angles to pick from, everyday coloring takes on a whole new 
dimension. Let loose and enjoy the feel of this one-of-a kind crayon in your hand as 
you create colorful, gem-tastic artwork. Each jumbo multi-faceted crayon has eight 
colors and is sized 4.5" wide by 3" tall. One beauty of a crayon per carton.

UPC 851224006091
K055 $7.99

Giant Crazy 
Crayons
Our Giant Crazy Crayons have a multitude of colors 
smushed into one 8” long by 1” wide crayon. Let 
loose your crazy side as you create lively and 
colorful drawings. You never know which colors will 
be next as you color the day away! Choose Classic, 
Neon or Brights.

1 Giant Classic Crayon
UPC 851224006114
K057 $7.99

1 Giant Neon Crayon
UPC 815219022336
K141 $7.99

1 Giant Bright Crayon
UPC 815219022343
K142 $7.99

Classic 

Neon

Bright 

BEST 
SELLER
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Paint by Letter Ice Cream  
Social Puzzle 
A sweet and colorful paint-by-letter puzzle project. Build your puzzle, 
then paint the sugary scene. Includes 1 15x11” puzzle, 18 acrylic 
paints and 2 brushes.

UPC 815219027928
KM1393 $10.99

Paint Your Own  
Ice Cream Cone 
Create a triple-scoop stack of painted and sprinkled treats with this awesome kit. Made from 
recycled plastic. Includes 2 paint brushes, 4 glitter pots, 1 glue bottle, 3 scoops, 1 cone, 12 
paints and 4 colorful toppings.  

UPC 815219027911
KM1395 $19.99

Ice Cream 
Crayon 
Inspired by our best-selling Giant 
Crazy Crayon and love of frosty 
treats, we created our colorful 
ice cream cone crayon.   
UPC 815219027867
K280 $7.99

ICE CREAM
CRAFT 

COLLECTION

FROSTY 

TREATS
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Paint Your Own  
Ice Cream Truck Kit 
Create your own sweet ride with our Ice  
Cream Truck Craft Kit. Wooden truck has  
moving wheels and opening doors. Kit  
includes paints, paint brushes and  
an array of stickers so you can  
personalize your truck.  
UPC 815219027881
KM1394 $24.99

Ice Cream Craft Kit 
Features over 350 DIY delights topped with an inspiration poster chock-full of 
fun and frosty ideas to get you started! Includes 5 paper cones, 6 wood 
spoons, 6 paper tubes, 38 pom poms, 12 fuzzy sticks, rick rack, 69 beads, 16 
embellishments, 29 googly eyes, 175 felt strips, 4 printed paper sheets, 3 
glitter paper sheets, 2 glitter sticker sheets, 60 glue dots and instructions

UPC 815219027898 
KM1392 $16.99
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Frosty Treats  
Jewelry Kit 
Create ice cream-inspired jewelry  
and accessories with our Frosty  
Treat Jewelry Kit. One pint of tasty  
trinkets with six sweet charms to  
DIY. Includes 9 charms, 16 paillettes, 20 jump rings, 
104 beads, 6 acrylic paints, 2 cords, 1 fabric chain 
necklace, 2 fabric chain bracelets and 2 brushes. 

UPC 815219027904
KM1390 $16.99
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Cosmic 
Necklace Kit
Includes everything you need to 
create 1 cosmic-inspired necklace. 
Packaged in a fun tin ball. Great party 
favor or gift topper.

Sold as set w/Unicorn Kit
UPC 815219029076
K428
Unit Price $4.99 ea.

Unicorn  
Necklace Kit
Includes everything you need to 
create 1 unicorn-inspired necklace. 
Packaged in a fun tin ball. Great party 
favor or gift topper.

Sold as set w/Cosmic Kit
UPC 815219029076
K428
Unit Price $4.99 ea.

Unicorn  
Patch Kit
Create 6 custom patches inspired by 
the majestic unicorn. Kit includes 
diecut felt stickers and sticker-
backed gems to create one-of-a-kind 
designs.

Sold as set w/Cosmic Kit
UPC 815219029083
K421
Unit Price $4.99 ea.

Cosmic  
Patch Kit
Create 6 custom patches inspired by 
the cosmos. Kit includes diecut felt 
stickers and sticker-backed gems to 
create one-of-a-kind designs.

Sold as set w/Unicorn Kit
UPC 815219029083
K421
Unit Price $4.99 ea.EACH KIT 

MAKES 6 
PATCHES

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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MAKES 

9 MASKS

Make a Mask Kit 
Earth’s elements inspired us to create this kit, which will 
hopefully inspire you to create some playful masks. Kit 
includes everything you need to create nine felt masks based 
on earth, water, air and fire.

UPC 815219023821
K171 $15.99

Charm Chest Jewelry Kit
Our Charm Chest Jewelry Kit has everything you need to 
create your own unique charms and transform them into 
delightful jewelry. Make necklaces, bracelets or backpack 
clips. Keep some for yourself and share some with your 
friends. 

UPC 815219023920
K181 $24.99
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12 CHARMS
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Rock Star Jewelry Kit 
Rock on with these geological delights! Each kit comes with 
hemp cording and 171 assorted beads. Mix and match these 
unique crystal and gem forms to create statement pieces that are 
down to Earth.

UPC 815219022176
K123 $16.99

Petal Party Jewelry Kit 
Our Petal Party Jewelry Making Kit has everything you need to 
make flower-inspired baubles worthy of any garden party. The 
handy carrying case makes it easy to take your jewelry making 
supplies on the go.

UPC 815219023708
K152 $16.99

Beach Bash Jewelry Kit 
Are you ready to hit the boardwalk? Inside you’ll find everything you 
need to createa treasure chest full of sea-worthy accessories. This 
kit includes 5 colored hemp cords, 2 shell pendants, seashells (2.1 
oz), 200 wooden beads, 200 plastic pearls, 120 acrylic beads, 8 
plastic rings, and some helpful instructions to guide you!

UPC 815219022275
K135 $16.99

Bits + Pieces Jewelry Kit 
Inspired by the idea that a key part of creativity is turning the items 
around you into art. The eclectic set features a little of this and some 
of that – while not all traditional jewelry making supplies, with a little 
imagination, we think they’re perfect.

UPC 815219023722
K154 $16.99
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Jewelry Jam 
With over 850 pieces, including beads, felt 
strips, jump rings, clasps, floss, stringing 
needles and more! The Jewelry Jam kit comes in 
an oval box with removable stacking 
compartment trays to keep all of your 
components separate and ready to use. Have 
fun designing fashionable looks with Jewelry 
Jam!

UPC 851224006855
K059 $29.99

Respect Your Tools 
We believe as a young artist it’s 

important to learn to care for and 
respect your tools. That’s why our 
packaging is designed to act as a 

storage vessel for organizing supplies. 
Then when your child’s ready to create 
they can grab their kit and be off and 

running, rather than spending 
precious time searching for their 

materials.

Mystic Jewelry Kit 
Shimmering amulets and beads create jewelry that cases a spell. 
Includes 335 beads, 6 chardm, 3 pendants, 4 cords and instructions. 

UPC 815219027850
K279 $19.99
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MAKE 
GREAT
PARTY
FAVORS

PERFECT
FOR

TRAVELING
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On-The-Go  
Craft Kits 
Each kit comes with everything you need to 
keep your little one busy while you’re on the 
run. Perfect for running errands, dinners out 
and traveling. Each set comes in a 
handyprinted houndstooth canvas tote with 
zipper and handle making it a breeze to keep 
everything together and close at hand. 
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$10.99
EACH

On-the-Go Drawing Kit
UPC 815219026235
K250 $10.99

On-the-Go Make  
a Face Kit
UPC 815219022152
K119 $10.99

On-the-Go Jewelry Kit 
UPC 815219022169
K120 $10.99

On-the-Go Coloring Kit
UPC 851224006640
K007 $10.99

On-the-Go Monster Kit
UPC 815219023777
K166 $10.99

On-the-Go Vacation 
Journal Kit
UPC 815219027935
K282 $10.99
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Decorate an  
Ornament Kits 
Our felt ornament kits are the perfect way 
to get your little ones into the gift giving 
spirit. Each kit makes a one-of- a-kind 
keepsake that they can give  to their 
grandparents, teachers,  friends or 
mailman. Or collect  all 8 to decorate 
your own tree. 
Set of 6 
(Star, Tree, Snowman, 
Robot, Ice Cream & Cat)
UPC 815219024972
K221 

Set of 2 (Wreath & Reindeer)
UPC 815219029243
K431 

COLLECT
ALL 8

$4.99
EACH

NEW!

NEW!
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HOLIDAY 
CRAFT 
KITS

FESTIVE 
ACTIVITY 

FOR 
HOLIDAY 
PARTIES

Holiday Craft Kit 
Celebrate a handmade holiday with festive arts and crafts supplies. Our 
Holiday Craft Kit is ready to be turned into décor, gifts and delightful 
artworks to inspire your little one to get into the holiday spirit. Not that 
they’d need any help with that! 

UPC 815219023876
K209 $10.99

Wooden Ornament Kit 
Whether your decorating your own tree, or making gifts for family and 
friends, our Wooden Ornament Kit has everything you need to create 
5 one-of-a-kind keepsakes you’ll treasure for years to come. 

UPC 815219024743
K205 $10.99

Design Your Own Felt Stocking 
Hang a handcrafted beauty from your mantel this holiday 
season. Kit includes everything you need to create a one-of-a-
kind felt stocking complete with plenty of festive trims.  

UPC 815219029045
K427 $16.99

GO
MAKE 
STUFF

NEW!



Retailers/Dealers: If you are a retail outlet and wish to carry our products, please email us at  
sales@kidmademodern.com. We will help you place your order or put you in touch with our sales  
representative in your country. Our customer service team is happy to help you via telephone on  
weekdays, excluding major USA holidays, between the hours of 9AM to 5PM CST. 

Order Placement: For fastest service, please email us at sales@kidmademodern.com  
During our business hours, please feel free to call us at 001.212.634.9200.  

Kid Made Modern™ and the Kid Made Modern™ logo are registered trademarks of Made Modern, LLC.  
All product designs and images within this catalog may not be reproduced without explicit written permission.

© 2019 Made Modern, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Retailer Customer Support
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KITS
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